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Conference Registration  8:30 – 9:30
Conference Opening  9:30 – 10:00
(Prof. Karol Mičieta, rector of the Comenius University)

• SESSION 1  10:00 – 10:50

ĽUBICA VOĽANSKÁ:  “We are getting old whilst always doing something...” Retirement as free time?
LOREDANA IVAN:  Older Audiences and Digital Media in Romania

10:50 – 11:20 coffee break

• SESSION 2  11:20 – 12:45

ALEXANDRA BITUŠÍKOVÁ:  Smart city strategies and ageing: harmony or conflict?
VLADIMÍR IRA:  Ageing and space: a case study of large-scale housing estates
KAREL SCHMIEDLER:  Social inclusion of elderly and positive role of their mobility and transport

• LUNCH  13:00 – 14:10

• KEYNOTE SPEAKER  14:10 – 15:00

KLAUS ROTHERMUND:  Getting what you expect? How age-related beliefs shape behavior and development

• SESSION 3  15:00 – 15:50

PETRA EZZEDDINE:  ”Women in Between”: Ageing in Migration
MARTINA SEKULOVÁ:  Institutional impacts of care migration directed towards long-term care: examples from Romania and Slovakia

15:50 – 16:00 coffee break
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• SESSION 4  16:00 – 16:50
JAROSLAVA HASMANOVÁ MARHÁNKOVÁ: Intimate relationships formed in later life – negotiating "pure relationship"
PETRA CHOVANCOVÁ: Ageing in the gender oriented research in Liptov villages

• SHORT GUIDED TOUR IN BRATISLAVA  17:30 (to be confirmed)
• RECEPTION 19:00 (Pálffy mansion, Zámocká st.) – no special dress code

• POSTER SESSION – during coffee breaks
PERLA BARTALOŠOVÁ: Methods of depicting seniors in scientific literature
JÚLIA HOLAŇOVÁ: Old age with assistance: Ethnological Aspects of Institutional Care
JURAJ MAJO, MARCELA KÁČEROVÁ: How we are in Slovakia ageing into faith – some intergenerational changes of religious affiliation
BRIGITTE MÖLLER: Translating difference as culture? Care for elderly Turkish migrants in Vienna and Amsterdam
SLAVOMÍR ONDOŠ, ALENA ROCHOVSKÁ: Searching for key topics in the memories of seniors with Alzheimer's disease
PAVEL ŠUŠKA: Ageing among youngs: political consequences of ageing in newly built suburbs
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28.6.2018

• KEYNOTE SPEAKER 9:00 – 9:50

LUCIE VIDOVICOVÁ: The Grandmother: idyllic rurality & idyllic grandmotherhood

• SESSION 1  9:50 – 10:40

ZUZANA SEKERÁKOVÁ – BÚRIKOVÁ: Choosing the right age group?: Intersectional analysis of demand for paid domestic workers in Slovakia

MICHAL UHRIN: Why do we live “so long”? Childrearing, allocare, grandparents and menopause

10:40 – 11:00 coffee break

• SESSION 2  11:00 – 11:50

INES AMARAL: Active ageing and social media: an intergeneration approach

MARTA BOTIKOVÁ: How do we speak about age and aging

LUNCH 12:00 – 13:30

• SESSION 3  13:30 – 14:20

KATHARINE SCHULMANN: A conceptual framework outlining a rights-based approach to long-term care and support for older people

ANDRZEJ KLIMCZUK: Engagement of Older People in Co-Production of Public Policies and Services

14:20 – 14:40 coffee break

• SESSION 4  14:40 – 15:30


ANNA-KRISTINA RÄTSEP: Rethinking Estonian Museum Audiences: Museum Programmes for People with Dementia and their Caregivers

• POSTER SESSION – during coffee breaks
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